Jai Shri Mataji
Dear Brother and Sister these are particular times...
We desire and pray the second wave is curtailed and does no more damage to human
lives and livelihood. Our prayers to Shri Mataji in the magnificent form of Shri Durga to
helps us with the divine protection.
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At the same time, we are using this period to work on our infrastructures such as
rebuild new bathrooms at the Puja Venue. When we are able to receive you all again,
we will do so in a better-equipped and more comfortable fashion.

Cabella International Sahaja School reopened last September with a solid procedure to
prevent the Covid19 risk; we have 36 children from 10 Country, including a little boy
from China. We also have a new Staff led by the new Principal Mathieau Rimbert from
France.

For H.H. Shri Mataji’s holy Castle in Cabella, this is a year of major renovations. We
finally moved the office of the World Foundation to the first floor, where the paintings on

the ceilings have been carefully restored and we just started the works on the ground
floor.

The staircase outside was totally rebuild and now is ready to be completed with a
majestic covering stone.

The new Meditation Room has doubled the space to host more yogis to meditate.

If you wish to keep updated with the Sahaja reconstruction works, taking place in
Cabella Ligure, Italy, you can follow the Instagram page: sahaj_architects
The World Foundation acknowledges and appreciates the generous contributions of
the International Sangha and invites all yogis to keep up this utmost responsibility: the

Castle and the properties in Cabella are some of Shri Mataji’s most important legacies
for the future generations.
The activities are many and your support will help maintaining and preparing Cabella,
Mother's home, to welcome you very soon and experience the joy of the world
collective again.
We offer at Our Holy Mother’s Lotus Feet our desire to continue developing Cabella as
a place of pilgrimage, a place that vibrates with the Culture of the Spirit, and where
yogis and seekers from all over the world may come home to meditate and to worship
Her.
Donations can be made on the following link:
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Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi Sahaja Yoga World Foundation
Via Martiri della Libertà 11, 15060 Cabella Ligure (AL) Italy
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